The two-dimensional Gaussian core model in the high-temperature regime has been examined by two means: (1) exact high-temperature series, and (2) 
I. INTRODUCTION
Very fcw gcncial methods arc availablc for extracting exact properties froIn classical partition functions. Perhaps the best known is the Mayer cluster expansion' which for short-range intermolecular potentials yields density series for thermodynamic properties of the gas phase. I.owtemperature expansions can also be generated, provided that the structure of the lowest-energy crystal is known.
To these methods could be added the ' In one dimension (D = 1) the regular linear array is the lowest-energy structure, while for D=2 the structure is the usual triangular close-packed crystal.
When D=3" the structure is fcc at low density, and bcc at high density.
Owing to the fact that the Gaussian function is self-dual under Fourier transformation, the lattice energies of these T=o arrays satisfy a high-density, low-density duality relation' for any integer D.
Specifically, let I =1+ lim (24/X), N~oo where the limit is carried out for the T=O array at fixed density. If high (pI, ) and low (pt) densities are chosen so that one then has the duality relatioñ .
-'"I(p~) =~I-'"1(~I) The analysis which produces the duality relations has an important implication, namely, that energy differences between alternative particle packings must vanish as density increases to infinity. This causes the melting temperature to pass through a maximum versus density, and to decline to zero in the infinite density limit. On the high-density side of the melting-point maximum the Qapeyron equation requires that thc Auid phase be denser than the solid with which it cocxists. 
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The Borel transform appears to offer the analytical tool required to connect the asymptotic series to simulation results away from P=O. Consequently, we write
Therefore the transform functions 6 and H will have the following formal power-series expansions:
cles in the fluid may be so improperly coordinated that they would necessarily be consigned to the 1=1 category, "one-particle crystallites. " Nevertheless, the available pictures that have been produced from simulations of two-dimensional fluids clearly show local regions of crystalline order, ' ' implying that the 1& 1 categories will not be vacant. We require of the algorithm only that it describe the fluid phase in terms of disconnected microscopic crystallites, while describing the equilibrium solid phase predominately as a single (possibly defective) macroscopic crys-
The coefficient ratios have now become A"/(nA"~) and C"/(nC" i}; these are plotted against n in Fig. 2. Notice that beyond n =2 these new ratios decline with n and behave as though they converge to zero as n increases to infinity. If this pattern is indeed valid for all n then G(x) and H(x) will be analytic functions throughout the complex x plane.
We now revive for D=2 an argument previously advanced which establishes the behavior of 6(x) for large positive real x. First 
III. MOLECULAR-DYNAMICS RESULTS
The present molecular-dynamics investigation, in the high-temperature regime with p~= 3 ', has continued to employ a system of 780 particles.
Once again the side ratio for the basic cell is (15/26)3', and periodic boundary conditions apply.
Because the mean particle velocities are so much higher than before it was necessary to utilize a time For each of these nine states the system was equilibrated for 4000ht*=20 reduced time units, then the requisite averages were formed over the subsequent 12000ht*=60 reduced time units. In none of the cases could we detect symptoms of disequilibrium over the averaging period.
In addition to the previously discussed quantities P and p,", Table II 
